Abstract. A generic compact printer and a corresponding parser are constructed. These programs transform values of any regular datatype to and from a bit stream. The algorithms are constructed along with a proof that printing followed by parsing is the identity. Since the binary representation is very compact, the printer can be used for compressing data -possibly supplemented with some standard algorithm for compressing bit streams. The compact printer and the parser are described in the polytypic Haskell extension PolyP.
Introduction
Many programs convert data from one format to another; examples are parsers, pretty printers, data compressors, encryptors, functions that communicate with a database, etc. Some of these programs, such as parsers and pretty printers, critically depend on the structure of the input data. Other programs, such as most data compressors and encryptors, more or less ignore the structure of the data. We claim that using the structure of the input data in a program for a data conversion problem almost always gives a more e cient program with better results. For example, a data compressor that uses the structure of the input data runs faster and compresses better than a conventional data compressor. This paper constructs (part of) a data compression program that uses the structure of the input data.
A lot of les that are distributed around the world, either over the internet or on CD-rom, possess structure | examples are databases, html les, and JavaScript programs | and it pays to compress these structured les to obtain faster transmission or fewer CD's. Structure-speci c compression methods give much better compression results than conventional compression methods such as the Unix compress utility 3, 17] . For example, Unix compress typically requires four bits per byte of Pascal program code, whereas Cameron 6] reports compression results of one bit per byte of Pascal program code. Algorithmic Research B.V. 5] sells compressors for structured data, and reports impressive results. Structured compression is also used in heap compression and binary I/ O 16] .
The basic idea of the structure-speci c compression methods is simple: parse the input le into a structured value (an abstract syntax tree), and construct a compact representation of the abstract syntax tree. For example, consider the datatype of binary trees data Tree a = Leaf a j Bin (Tree a) (Tree a)
The following (rather arti cial) example binary tree tree :: Tree () tree = Bin (Bin (Leaf ()) (Bin (Leaf ()) (Leaf ()))) (Leaf ()) can be pretty printed to an (admittedly rather wasteful) text description of tree requiring 55 bytes. But since the datatype Tree a has two constructors, each constructor can be represented by a single bit. Furthermore, the datatype () has only one constructor so the single element can be represented by 0 bits. Thus we get the following representations: The compact representation consists of 7 bits, so only 1 byte is needed to store this tree. Of course, we are not always this lucky, but the average case is still very compact.
This idea has been around since the beginning of the 1980s, but as far as we are aware, there does not exist a general description of the program, only example instantiations appear in the literature. One of the goals of this paper is to describe the compact printing part, together with its inverse, of the compression program generically. It de nes a polytypic program (a program that works for large classes of datatypes) for compact printing. Together with a parser generator this program is a generic description of the structured compression program. The implementation (as PolyP code) can be obtained from http://www.cs.chalmers.se/~patrikj/poly/ The compression achieved by our compact printing algorithm, is through a compact representation of the structure of the data using only static information | the type of the data. Traditional (bit stream) compressors using dynamic (statistical) properties of the data are largely orthogonal to our approach and thus the best results are obtained by composing the compact printer with a bit stream compressor.
The fundamental property of the compact printing function print is that it has a left inverse 1 : the parsing function parse. This is a very common specication pattern: all of the example data conversion problems above are speci ed as pairs of inverse functions with some additional properties. Another example can be found in Haskell's prelude, which contains functions show and its inverse read of type:
show :: Show a ) a ! String read :: Read a ) String ! a 1 That is, parse print = id, but print parse need not be id. In the rest of the paper we will write just inverse, when we really mean left inverse.
Unfortunately, it is very hard to see from their de nitions why read is the inverse of show. In this paper, the driving force behind the construction of the functions print and parse is inverse function construction. Thus correctness of print and parse is guaranteed by construction. Interestingly, when we forced ourselves to only construct pairs of inverse functions, we managed to reduce the size and complexity of the resulting program considerably compared with our previous attempts.
A second desired property of the compact printing function is that given an element x, the length of print x is less than the length of prettyprint x, where prettyprint is a function that prints a value in a standard fashion, like the show function of Haskell. This is in general di cult or impossible to prove, and beyond the scope of this paper. More information can be found in the literature 15].
Summarising, this paper has the following goals:
{ construct a polytypic compact printing program together with its inverse; { show how to construct and calculate with polytypic functions; { take a rst step towards a theory of polytypic data conversion.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 brie y introduces polytypic programming. Section 3 de nes some basic types and classes, and introduces the compact printing program. Section 4 sketches the construction and correctness proof of the compact printing program. Section 5 concludes. Appendix A describes the laws we need in the proofs.
Polytypic programming
The compact printing and parsing functions are polytypic functions. This section brie y introduces polytypic functions in the context of the Haskell extension PolyP 9], and de nes some basic polytypic concepts used in the paper. We assume that the reader is familiar with the initial algebra approach to datatypes, and not completely unfamiliar with polytypic programming. For an introduction to polytypic programming, see 1, 10] . A polytypic function is a function parametrised on type constructors. Polytypic functions are de ned either by induction on the structure of user-de ned datatypes, or de ned in terms of other polytypic (and non-polytypic) functions. In the de nition of a function that works for an arbitrary (as yet unknown) datatype we cannot use the constructors to build values, nor to pattern match against values. Instead, we use two built-in functions, inn and out, to construct and destruct a value of an arbitrary datatype from and to its top level components. With a recursive datatype d a as a xed point of a pattern functor d a, inn and out are the fold and unfold isomorphisms showing d a = d a (d a).
The pattern functor is used to capture the (top level) structure of a datatype, for example, a list is either empty or contains one element and a recursive occurrence of a list. Hence: FunctorOf List = Empty + (Par Rec). Similarly, the pattern functor of the datatype Tree a is Par + (Rec Rec). As a last example, the datatype Rose a of rose trees over a:
data Note that function psum is only de ned for Regular datatypes d a. A datatype d a is regular (satis es Regular d) if it contains no function spaces, and if the argument of the type constructor d is the same on the left-and righthand side of its de nition. In the rest of the paper we always assume that d a is a regular datatype and that f is a pattern functor but we omit the contexts (Regular d ) or Bifunctor f ) ) from the types for brevity. Parsing. Parsing is the inverse of printing, and hence a rst approximation of its type is Text ! a: Since we want to apply parsers one after the other, we need both a parsed result and the remaining part of the input string, which can be passed to the next parser. The standard solution for parsing functions is to change the type to Text ! (a; Text).
Side e ects as functions. We can make the types for printing and pars swap (a; b) = (b; a) Using rst and second we can de ne two candidates for being product functors, but when the arrows have side-e ects, neither of these are functors as they fail to preserve composition. With Text = Nat], the instances for TextStateArr are straightforward, and the printing algorithm constructed in the following section will in its simplest form just output a list of numbers given an argument tree of any type. A better solution is to code these numbers as bits and here we have some choices on how to proceed. We could decide on a xed maximal size for numbers and store them using their binary representation but, as most datatypes have few constructors, this would waste space. We will instead statically determine the number of constructors in the datatype and code every single number in only as many bits as needed. For an n-constructor datatype we use just d log 2 ne bits to code a
constructor. An interesting e ect of this coding is that the constructor of any single constructor datatype will be coded using 0 bits! We obtain better results if we use Hu man coding with equal probabilities for the constructors, resulting in a variable number of bits per constructor. Even better results are obtained if we analyse the datatype, and give di erent probabilities to the di erent constructors. However, our goal is not to squeeze the last bit out of our data, but rather to show how to construct the polytypic program. Since the number of bits used per constructor depends on the type of the value that is compressed, printCon and parseCon need in general be polytypic functions. Their de nitions are omitted, but can be found in the code on the web page for this paper. In the sequel (;) will always stand for an arrow type constructor in the class ArrowNat but, as with Regular, we often omit the type context for brevity.
We want to construct a function pc that takes a compact printing program on the element level a to a compact printing program on the datatype level d a, together with a parsing function pu, which takes a compact parsing program on the element level a to a compact parsing program on the datatype level d a, and a proof that pu is the inverse of pc: In the proofs below we will assume that the arrows c and u satisfy c > > > u = id.
Overview of the construction. The construction can be interpreted either as fusing the printer pc c with the parser pu u to get an identity arrow id or, equivalently, as splitting the identity arrow into a composition of a printer and a parser. As both the printer and the parser are polytypic functions, and both lift an argument level arrow to a datatype level arrow, we start by presenting a polytypic \identity function" pid that lifts an element level identity arrow to a datatype level identity arrow. Function pid is constructed below together with pc and pu and the proof of equation 1 but the resulting de nition is presented already here, in gure 2, to aid the reading. The proof that pid id = id is simple and omitted. As we are de ning polytypic functions the construction follows the structure of regular datatypes: A regular datatype is a x-point of a pattern functor, the pattern functor is a sum of products, and the products can involve type parameters, other types, etc.
The arrow pc c prints a compact representation of a value of type d a. It does this by recursing over the value, printing each constructor by computing its constructor number, and each element by using the argument printer c. The constructor number is computed by means of function fcSum, which also takes care of passing on the recursion to the children. An arrow printCon prints the constructor number with the correct number of bits. Finally, function fcProd makes sure the information is correctly threaded through the children.
Top level recursion. We want function pc to be`on-line' or lazy: it should output compactly printed data immediately, and given part of the compactly printed data, pu should reconstruct part of the input value. Thus functions pc and pu can also be used to compactly print in nite streams, for example. We have not been able to de ne function pc with a standard recursion operator such as the catamorphism: threading the side e ects in the right order turned out to be a problem. Instead of a recursion operator we use explicit recursion on the top level, guided by fc and fu.
As pc decomposes its input value, and compactly prints the constructor and the children by means of a function fc (de ned below), pu must do the opposite:
rst parse the components using fu and then construct the top level value:
pc c = fc c (pc c) < < < ?! out pu u = fu u (pu u) > > > ?! inn Here f < < < g def = g > > > f is used to reveal the symmetry of the de nitions. Thus we need two new functions, fc and fu, and we can already guess that we will need a corresponding fusion law: Printing constructors. We want to construct functions fc and fu such that (2) holds. Furthermore, these functions should do the actual compact printing and parsing of the constructors using printCon :: Nat ; () 
The arrow parseCon reads the constructor number and passes it on to the arrow fuSum u u 0 which selects the desired constructor and uses its argument parsers u and u 0 to ll in the parameter and recursive component slots in the functor value.
Calculating constructor numbers. The pattern functor of a Haskell datatype with n constructors is an n-ary sum (of products) on the outermost level. This sum is in PolyP represented by a nested binary sum, which associates to the right. Consequently, we de ne fcSum by induction over the nested sum part of the pattern functor and defer the handling of the product part to fcProd: 
Conclusions
Results { We have constructed a polytypic program for compact printing and parsing of structured data. As far as we are aware, this is the rst generic description of a program for compact printing (structured data compression).
{ The pair of functions for compact printing and parsing are inverse functions by construction. Since we started applying the inverse function requirement rigorously in the construction of the program, the size and the complexity of the code have been reduced considerably. We think that such a rigorous approach is the only way to obtain elegant solutions to involved polytypic problems.
Another concept that simpli ed the construction and form of the program is arrows. In our rst attempts we used monads instead of arrows. Although it is perfectly well possible to construct the compact printing and parsing functions with monads 7], the inverse function construction, and hence the correctness proof, is much simpler with arrows.
{ We have shown how to convert data to and from a bit stream. This is an example of a data conversion program, and we hope that the construction in this paper is reusable in solutions for other data conversion problems.
Future work { The current program produces compact, but not human-readable, output. A pretty printer for structured data has a very similar structure, and we want to investigate how to introduce the right abstractions to obtain a single program for both pretty printing and compact printing of structured data.
{ In the future we want to investigate whether or not relations can help to simplify the construction even more, by specifying compact printing as a relation, and letting parsing be its relational converse 2, 4]. We have presented a calculation of a polytypic program. We think that calculating with polytypic functions is still rather cumbersome, and we hope to obtain more theory, in the style of 11], to further simplify calculations with polytypic programs.
{ We want to construct polytypic programs for other data conversion problems such as encryption and database communication.
